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Abstract—Programming games provide players opportunities to practice and learn the fundamentals of coding in engaging ways. Many games have players program in block-based languages similar to environments like Scratch and Snap! as a means to scaffold student learning and reduce syntax errors. Block-based environments (BBEs) have been praised for their open-ended, constructionist designs allowing students to develop what they wish, express themselves, and explore the possibilities of the system. However, programming games tend to be more linear, usually designed as a fixed series of puzzles. We present Resource Rush, a game designed to resemble BBEs and present users with a game world that allows users to learn the fundamentals of programming in an open-ended game environment.

I. INTRODUCTION/RELATED WORK

There are currently dozens of programming games [6] [5] and many share key design features. One is the use of block-based programming languages as the means to program. Similar to block-based programming environments (BBEs) like Scratch [3] and Snap! [2], these block-based languages help scaffold students learning to program by easing the process of constructing code compared to text-based languages [16]. Many of these games fall into the puzzle genre where the game is set up as a series of increasingly difficult, self-contained levels that tasks players to solve a challenge by programming an agent. While the challenges sometimes can be completed in a branching order (ala Human Resource Machine), many have them in a fixed order. In Light-Bot [12], Program Your Robot [4] and BOTS [7], the challenge for each level involves navigating a robot through a maze through programmed commands. These are examples of games that Vahldick et al. cite as being “Logo-Like”, taking cues from the famous constructionist learning environment, Logo [14]. Human Resource Machine [9] and 7 Billion Humans [10], both commercial programming games developed by the Tomorrow Corporation, tasks players to complete each level by having certain end conditions in the world met (e.g. variable be a certain value at the end of the run). For a completely novel setup, No Bug’s Snack Bar, tasks users to program a chef agent that creates food and serves customers [13].

Block-based programming languages are common not just in these games, but also within BBEs. When block-based languages are used in BBEs, they are usually done to allow for creative, open-ended programming of multiple sprites or agents. Unlike BBEs, block-based programming games tend to be puzzle games controlling only one agent, are not open-ended and do not allow for creative, self-guided exploration. We feel there are extremely powerful affordances found in these BBEs that are missing in block-based games; we detail some of these below.

First, BBEs like Scratch and Snap! work by having a wide array of blocks (usually dozens) for users to use and experiment with, as opposed to the limited (usually less than a dozen) number of commands used in programming games. In addition, all of these blocks are available to the user from the start in a BBE, but not so in popular games where they must be unlocked through completing more levels. These blocks can be used in BBEs to control multiple agents (sprites) simultaneously, creating complex interactions. While some programming games like 7 Billion Humans allow users to program multiple agents, each agent must run the same developed script, unlike in Scratch or Snap!, where Sprites can have different scripts. In addition, the programming windows in BBEs are set up such that multiple scripts and behaviors can be developed for a single sprite. No Bugs Snack Bar is the only game described above that allows this as well. Further, in BBEs, custom blocks and procedures can be created and used to create more complex programs, but this is not found in most games, with only BOTS and Light-Bot allowing for the creation of a limited number of procedures.

Most importantly, BBEs like Scratch were designed to be constructionist learning environments centered around the idea that students learn by creating, and can guide themselves through the learning process by engaging in open-ended projects. This involves students being able to create their own computational artifacts (and share them with others around the world) given their own design ideas. In general, students in BBEs can engage in open-ended programming, creating challenges for themselves as well as having the freedom to tackle challenges in any manner they desire. We find this to be the most important feature of BBEs that are usually absent in programming games. By nature of the puzzle design, these games are not open-ended, instead explicitly giving tasks one after another for students to complete. Ensuring that a game still has this feature of BBEs was the main push for our game, Resource Rush.
Resource Rush is a web game written in Blockly [8] designed to be an open-ended programming game for all ages. In the game, players take control of multiple agents in a farm-style setting similar to that of Stardew Valley [11]. Players can engage in multiple activities to build up their farm/land as they wish. While we only have farming and hunting mechanics developed as of now, we intend to expand the number of things players can mechanically do in the game (e.g., fish, cook, etc.) and build a game structure that allows for the easy extension of new activities. Each of these activities in the game have associated blocks related to completing these actions (e.g. ‘harvest crop’). Like most BBES, Resource Rush also has other blocks related to completing tasks in general (e.g., control structures) that can be accessed from the palette. Players can build programs to complete activities by snapping together blocks of code. Unlike most block-based programming games (but like BBES like Scratch), players can have multiple scripts developed for an agent and individually select ones to run as well as save scripts to use later. We eventually will allow support for the development of custom functions that will allow players to complete increasingly complex tasks.

The game is designed to be open-ended in that students will not be presented a series of fixed levels. Instead, players will be given high-level goals or missions and will be tasked to complete these missions in the way they see fit. For example, if a student is tasked with ‘Plant 100 seeds’, they can choose to plant a harvest on a 20x1 plot 5 times or elect to make a giant 10x10 structure and only plant and harvest once. Other game missions like ‘Collect 500 coins’ will allow them to choose which of the activities that give money (farming, hunting animals etc.) they would rather build code for to complete. Like other games in the genre, completing missions will allow players to unlock additional features or cosmetic items, a common mechanic to keep people engaged in open-ended games. Though this is a game designed to teach programming, any of the agents the player is in control of can complete missions without programming using keyboard input. However, if players elect to program their agents using the block-based interface, the agents will enter Rush mode and complete their actions with a speed multiplier. This was done to encourage players to choose to program and illustrate how programming can speed up manual tasks.

While far off in development, we believe we can further extend this game by making it multi-player. In-game, this might be represented as certain missions that players can work on together by visiting each others’ worlds. This opens up tremendous opportunities in investigate collaborative block-based programming, this direction could unlock additional avenues of research in how students learn and collaborate in block-based environments as well as how students collaborate and learn in an educational game. Finally, though some BBES like Snap! are open-source, most block-based games we know of are not. We are making a commitment now to ensure Resource Rush be open-source as we are hoping that this might encourage players who are engaged in learning to program through the game to actively practice their skills by developing for the game. This progression a player to developer might undergo is the very sort of agency we want to foster. Hopefully, by both playing and developing for Resource Rush, our attempt at an open-ended, ever-expanding programming game, we can truly show players the power of programming.
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